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The love of my heart is a dreaming rose
Awaiting the sun and the dew;
The flow'r of my heart it is folded close,
It waits for a touch from you.

Come softly and waken from its repose
The blossom that slumbers fast;
For the fragrance of love in that dreaming rose
Shall waken for you at last.
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The love of my heart is a dreaming rose, A-

wait ing the sun and the dew; The

flow'rt of my heart it is fold ed close. It
waits for a touch, a touch from you.

Come softly, come softly and

waken from its repose, The blossom that
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alumbers fast;
For the fragrance of love in that dreaming

rose, Shall waken for you at last,

For the fragrance of love in that dreaming rose Shall
waken for you for you at last.

The

love of my heart is a dreaming rose, a rose,

a rose...